The general interpolation problem induced by a right invertible operator with a given system of initial operators possessing the c(iî)-property was introduced and investigated by D. Przeworska-Rolewicz (see [1] , [2] ). Moreover, Przeworska-Rolewicz also constructed some conditions for interpolation by polynomials of right invertible operators to be admissible (see In this paper, we introduce the generalized c(W)-property of right initial operators with respect to a right inverse W of a given generalized right invertible operator V. Then we give a general interpolation formula for a system of right initial operators possessing the generalized c(W)-property.
Introduction
The general interpolation problem induced by a right invertible operator with a given system of initial operators possessing the c(iî)-property was introduced and investigated by D. Przeworska-Rolewicz (see [1] , [2] ). Moreover, Przeworska-Rolewicz also constructed some conditions for interpolation by polynomials of right invertible operators to be admissible (see [2] ). In [3] , initial operators for a right invertible operator, which are induced by sequential shifts and have the property c(R), were given by Z. Binderman. And then N.V. Mau and P.Q. Hung (see [4] , [5] , [6] ) presented all solutions of the general interpolation problem with a given system of initial operators possessing the generalized c(i?)-property. In [7] , N.V. Mau and N.M. Tuan constructed some new classes of generalized right invertible operators.
In this paper, we introduce the generalized c(W)-property of right initial operators with respect to a right inverse W of a given generalized right invertible operator V. Then we give a general interpolation formula for a system of right initial operators possessing the generalized c(W)-property.
Generalized c(W)-property of right initial operators
Let X be a linear space over a field K of scalars, where K = R or K = C. Denote by L(X) the set of all linear operators with domains and ranges in X. Denote by i?i(X) the set of all generalized right invertible operators belonging to L(X). For a V G Ri(X) we denote by IZy the set of all right inverses of V, i.e.
Tl\ = {W
By Ty we denote the set of all right initial operators of V, i.e. 
The set of all right initial operators possessing the c(W)-property is denoted by Fv,w- 
(We admit coj = 1, since Fqz -z for all z G ker V). 
there exists W such that WVW = W, VW 2 = W.
Thus W G
In the sequel, we assume that the system of right initial operators {Fi,..., Fn} possesses the generalized c(W)-property with respect to a system of nontrivial subspaces {Z\,..., Z3} of ker V, i.e. i.e. i=1 Our assumption implies that ati = 0, i = 1,2,..., n. The proof is complete. We shall consider the following general interpolation problem. Given n finite sets if of non-negative integers with power rj, and let ri
General interpolation problem (GIP)
where
We assume that the elements of sets /j are ordered rj-tuples (fcu,..., fcirj, 0 < fcu < ... < fc irj ; i = 1,... ,n; j = Then (2.2) is of the form Proof. Suppose that rank G^ = N, i.e. the system i = 1,... , n; j = 1,..., rj} is linearly independent and that n rj otijFi * J zmv = 0 for all zmv 6 Zv, a{j e K,.
i=l j=1
Hence, for any fixed m (1 < m < N), we have 
The arbitrary choise both z mv G Z" and /3 m G /C implies that Tl Tj Tl Tj
Thus, by our assumption, we get otij = 0, t = 1,..., n; j = 1,...,rj.
Conversely, suppose that the system {F^k t3 \ i = 1,..., n; j = 1,...,rj} is linearly independent on Z", and that 
., iV. t=ij=i
Since dim Z" ^ 0, these equalities are equivalent to n rj
¿=1 j=1
By (2.7), it can be written as follows 
.,N).
Proof. Every solution of the problem (GIP) is of the form (2.6). By the assumption, the determined V^ of the system (2.7) is different from zero. Thus, by the Cramer formula we have
Formulae (2.6) and (2.12) together imply that
The proof is complete.
As an application of Theorems 2.1-2.2, we shall give some classical interpolation problems for generalized right invertible operators. 
